
Office of Election Counsel 
Subway Surface Supervisors Association 

225 Broadway, Suite 1902 
NewYorl{, New York 10007 

Decision re Protests of: 

Yvette Williams, dated August 28, 2019 

Tareeque Ahmed, dated September 9, 2019 

Yvette Williams's protest can be summarized as follows: 

1. Michael Carrube "instituted" eligibility requirements in September 2015 
mandating that supervisors must be at top pay in order to be eligible to 
participate in SSSA elections, in violation of the SSSA Constitution's Preamble, 
Article 11 (a), (b), (c), and (e), and Article III Section I. 

2. The location where petitions had to be picked up was inconvenient. 

3. Holding the nomination meeting on October 9 violates members' religious rights. 

4. The hiring of Arthur Schwartz as Election Counsel is a conflict of interest because 
he has "close warm and friendly relational ties" to Michael Carrube. 

5. The use of union dues to pay Arthur Schwartz is a suppression of the democratic 
rights of SSSA members not at top pay. 

Tareque Ahmed's protest can be summarized as follows: 

Ruling: 

He protests the eligibility requirements "created" by Michael Carrube in September 
2015 when "he" changed the SSSA Constitution to require top pay (five years) to run 
for office as violating the Constitution's Preamble, Article II( a), (c), and (e), and 
Article III Section I. 

1. The SSSA Election rules were posted on the SSSA website on or about 
August 1, 2019, and Notice of those rules and the fact that they were posted on the website 
was mailed out to all members on or about the same date. 

2. Those rules contained the eligibility requirements set forth in the SSSA 
Constitution and required that all candidates be in the SSSA Unit for no less than five years 
and be at top pay before August 26, 2019. 



3. Those rules also identified Arthur Schwartz as Election Counsel and the 
address for pick-up and drop-off of Petitions. 

4. The Rules required that all protests be filed within forty-eight ( 48) hours of 
the time the complainant knows or should have known of the alleged violation. 

5. These protests were filed more than 48 hours after the deadline. 

6. Even if they had been filed in a timely manner, they would be denied. 
Michael Carrube did not institute a new requirement for candidate eligibility. The 
eligibility rule was added to the SSSA Constitution in 2015 by vote of the membership. 
Therefore, the members instituted this requirement. 

7. In private sector elections, governed by the LMRDA, eligibility rules which 
deprive unreasonably large segments of the membership an opportunity to run are not 
lawful. But these cases all involve depriving 90 to 99% percent of the membership from 
running (see, e.g., Wirtz v. Hotel, Motel & Club Employees Union Local 6, 39 U.S. 492 (1960)), 
not 50%, as is the case here. I find no case involving public or private sector employees 
which would make a rule disqualify 50% of a union membership from running for office 
unlawful or violative of public policy. 

8. Arthur Schwartz has no particular relationship with Michael Carrube which 
would cause a conflict. He has known Mr. Carrube for 20 years. He was Election Counsel in 
the 2014 Election where Mr. Carrube was the opposition candidate having been hired by 
the then incumbent officers. Additionally, the fact that Mr. Schwartz is being paid does not 
"suppress ... the democratic rights of SSSA Members." 

9. The location for Petition pick-up and drop-off was the same in the 2014 
election. It avoids the need to involve SSSA staff. The location is in Lower Manhattan, 
within two blocks of the 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, A, C, E, R, W, J, and Z trains. 

The protests are denied. 
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